Clinical trials in the genomic era: effects of protective genotypes on sample size and duration of trial.
It is well known that individuals can vary widely in their disease susceptibilities. One potential source of this variation is the genetic makeup of individuals, which can confer either protection or susceptibility to disease. Here we examine the effects of protective genotypes on the sample sizes and time required to detect differences between clinical trial arms. We show that including individuals with protective genotypes in a clinical trial can increase required sample sizes and trial duration. One can deal with this issue by pregenotyping subjects and selectively enrolling them based on their genotype. Thus we also calculate the number of individuals that must be recruited and pregenotyped to fulfill sample size requirements. The benefits of genotypically screening study subjects will depend on numerous factors, including ease of patient recruitment, cost of genotyping, long-term costs of study (or long-term cost per subject), and the strength of the protective effect. We present several examples that show the potential value of incorporating information about protective genotypes into a clinical trial.